Headquarters of Commander-in-Chief at Kovno
and comparatively regular on all the lines, so that at last the longed-for leave trains could be put on.
And then a peculiarly critical situation arose. After a spell of intense cold the ice on the Niemen and Windau began to break up. The masses of ice swept away the bridge across the Windau at Moscheiki. The sole means of communication with Germany by rail was thus broken. The floating ice dashed against the railway bridge at Kovno and displaced the rails, but the bridge stood firm. Once more we passed through a period of great anxiety, although for a different reason. If this bridge had also been destroyed the armies would have been in a critical position.
By degrees the other bridges across the Niemen were completed. The extension of the railways progressed; traffic became regular and conditions on the Eastern Front were regulated more satisfactorily. The new lines, the Tauroggen-Radsi-wilischki and Shavli-Mitau sections were completed in May and August, 1916, the line from Sventziany towards Lake Narotch not until later.
The two former railways have opened up the country and facilitated the work of civilization. These districts owe us mnch for that.
Behind the front there arose a system of light railways, connecting up with this network of lines, for the direct supply of the troops.
The roads in the districts occupied by the troops continued to be of great importance. The great main roads from Grodno to Lida, Kovno to Dvinsk and Tauroggen to Mitau were put into excellent repair. The other roads were repaired as far as possible. At the season when the snow was melting they were transformed in places into a slough in which horses were drowned if they happened to fall.
As the work on the railways and roads progressed the consolidation of the front also went forward. The troops cut wood for themselves, and some of the barbed wire was manufactured on the spot. The proximity of underground water made the construction of trenches peculiarly difficult. The geologists rendered good service to the troops in this connection.
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